One month on from “bombshell” allegations a former justice of the High Court sexually harassed female associates, four prominent legal women addressed the power-based struggles that led to the toxic culture and discussed how to transform the profession.

Only a month ago, the Honourable Chief Justice Susan Kiefel revealed the allegations of sexual harassment against one of the High Court’s own in a “powerful statement” – in doing so, spurring the profession into action to address its power-based culture that led to the prevalent, but mostly secretive, sexual harassment in the legal profession.

Fran Kelly, an Australian radio presenter and political correspondent hosting a UNSW Law webcast (https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=295782918287754&ref=watch_permalink), said what really struck her as an outsider to the profession was “the realisation that harassment in the law is rife. It is rife and is known and yet it still goes on”.

According to Newcastle Law School’s senior lecturer Dr Kcasey McLoughlin, the legal profession’s harassment has been shaped by its history and exclusion of women – not to mention the exclusionary terms in cases of race, sex and wealth status.

“A woman’s entry into the profession was not easy at all,” Dr McLoughlin said. “There was huge resistance and if we revisit some of those arguments, the idea was that law wasn’t going to be an appropriate profession because of women’s reported intellectual inferiority and that they would be too sexually tempting to men.”
Even though women have entered the legal profession in significant numbers – having outnumbered men for some time – Dr McLoughlin said those historic power structures have still not changed and has, “by and large, stayed the same”. It speaks to the issue that the onus is still on the individual as the least powerful person in the room.


“With the hierarchal-based structures and gender-based structures, we just don’t have an easy, welcoming, approachable complaint structure yet. We need to build it and it’s really what we’re focused on doing now. What is really important is hearing the voices of survivors and taking that forward into a structure that would serve them,” she said.

Ms Needham addressed the Heydon complaints, explaining that there has been a major response because it was not just that “somebody thought somebody was cute”, it was an “unacceptable exercise of power”. The issue comes back to power and attitudes of the judiciary to feel they have a right – or are beyond reproach – for their behaviour.

SPONSORED CONTENT

This was an issue Ms Needham herself had early in her career. She told the webcast that she had been “sexually approached” by a judge that she was due to appear before the following Tuesday and then had to recalibrate a “what do I do now” approach.

“It’s really, really hard because it is your job as an advocate to persuade the bench the case should win and your case is the best, but if you’re sitting there saying ‘judge, that is inappropriate, shut up’ , it is really difficult to get them on side,” Ms Needham said.

Australian Women Lawyers president Adrienne Morton pointed out the culture of treating junior women in the profession as some sort of collateral, get the position, request the good office, the best positions and the “pretty” intern to go along with it.

“Women aren’t things and we are not rewards to be doled out,” Ms Morton said. “There are so many instances where judges or senior people asked for an intern or a research assistant that is young, female and attractive,” she said.

On top of rejecting these requests, Ms Morton said the profession is in need of female senior leadership across the board. There have been many surveys demonstrating the firms with women in charge have less – or no – complaints of harassment.

“As we get more women across the board in senior positions, hopefully we will see the shift there,” Ms Morton said, adding: “In relation to what has changed from having the allegations against someone so senior in our profession, it is being taken seriously as opposed to ‘oh yes, he’s a bit handsy’ or ‘I stay away from him when he drinks’!”

UNSW Law professor Andrea Durbach added that the legal profession needs to start addressing the issue – particularly in relation to women, but also in relation to lawyers with disability, or of colour, or in the LGBTQI+ community – because “diversity is really fundamental to the success of the legal profession and the success of law firms”.

While the responsibility and the onus for shifting the culture of a profession lie within powerful associations and institutes, Ms Needham called for another group to step up and address the power gaps and the secrecy of sexual harassment.

“One of the ways we will get real change is if we harness this moment [created by the Heydon revelations] and we get men involved,” Ms Needham said. “Get men to say ‘no, that’s not appropriate’ and enforce zero tolerance. I am not seeing that from all men, I am seeing that from some men, so I’m calling on them to step up.”
Ms Needham added that until there is some real, significant cultural change within the profession, complaints and young professionals leaving the profession “will not stop”.

“For women to be able to tell their stories of sexual abuse and harassment – no matter the forum, whether it’s at home, on the streets or the highest court of the land – to be believed is critical,” Ms Kelly said.

Voting is now open for The Lawyers Weekly Award, to be presented to one individual for making substantial, consequential achievements in advancing the Australian legal profession since 2000. Finalists for this prestigious award have been confirmed as those listed below. To vote for your preferred winner, click here (https://www.lawyersweekly.com.au/biglaw/28834-vote-now-for-the-foremost-lawyer-of-the-21st-century).

**Julian Burnside AO QC** (barrister)

**Bernard Collaery** (barrister, former Attorney-General of the Australian Capital Territory)

**Kate Eastman SC** (barrister and co-founder, Australian Lawyers for Human Rights)

**The Hon Robert French AC** (former chief justice, High Court of Australia)


**The Hon Chief Justice Susan Kiefel AC** (chief justice, High Court of Australia)

**The Hon Michael Kirby AC CMG** (former justice, High Court of Australia)

**Jane Needham SC** (barrister and former president, NSW Bar Association)

**Geoffrey Robertson AO QC** (barrister)

**Professor Gillian Triggs** (assistant secretary-general, United Nations and former president, Australian Human Rights Commission)

---
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**Sir John Walsh of Brannagh**

The hierarchy is not the problem. Until you get rid of the paedophiles and their supporters in the judiciary the problem of sex abuse will persist. John W.B.
GPS stereotype, interesting description. I’ll push back a little, perhaps one of the only good things about having too many law schools in the country is that by definition lawyers are no longer white anglo - saxon males. We are a far more diverse profession and that is a necessary and good thing. Sexual harassment does however remain a profound problem, though in recent years I have witnessed less of it. Why because of our diversity. Also think about this, old white males are being pushed out, with many firms mandating compulsory partnership retirement at 54. So the demographic battle has been won, we just need to educate the younger roosters, that what was done in the past is no longer acceptable.

---

Anon

Bullying and racism is rife in the legal world. Sexual harassment is just one example of bullying. Men are bullied as well and racism against anyone not fitting the GPS stereotype is also rampant. Many legal workplaces accept bullying because unusually the bullies are valued as rainmakers.

---

Barrister

Name names. Time to stop saying “a judge” and say Judge X. Part of the problem in my view after 30 years in law ya that many of our make colleagues just don’t see us as equal. Not sure if that’s because so many are entitled school boys, who don’t get women because they only know their mothers. I still get dumb comments like “you deliver the bad need, as a woman you are sister and more sensitive”. That was yesterday. It’s a daily irritation.

---

Solicitor of 35 years

As a solicitor with an ethnic background I have suffered the same fate on the equality issue throughout the years
Regrettably this was not only from the profession but also from the bench
The “private school boy club thing is well and truly alive in the law today

---

Anonymous

Bernard Collaery deserves to be supported as he is being prosecuted by the gov. partially in a secret trial. This industrial espionage case has already been heard in the International Court of Justice I believe. This gov. wants to punish whistle-blowers such as the ABC.
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